
Romanian Language and Literature 
 

1st YEAR 

 
Theory of Language and General Linguistics 

The course is an introduction to the theory of general linguistics that provides the necessary terminology and 

fundamentals of language theories that will be studies in extenso in the following years of study. 

 

Contemporary Romanian Language 

The course defines the notions of morpheme, word, word‘s morphematic structure, root, grammatical category 

and lexico-grammatical class and analyzes the criteria of classification of words. Each lexico-grammatical class 

is defined in relation to other lexico-grammatical classes with which it has contact and it is analyzed in a distinct 

chapter, through a balanced association between the classic methods of investigation and the modern ones, 

with the purpose of offering to the students a wider vision on facts of language in their complexity, so that they 

can understand that the grammatical phenomenon is unitary, and the division of grammar into morphology 

and syntax serves mainly to some didactic requirements. 

 

History of Romanian Literature 

The course presents diachronically the main representatives of cultural and literary trends from the humanism of 

Renaissance and Baroque to Enlightenment and Rococo, and Romanticism and Realism; it analyzes 

representative texts for each period by applying theoretical concepts specific to literary history, and by relating 

texts to the artistic consciousness, the vision, themes and individual processes of representation. 

 

Ethnography and Folkore 

Defining concepts: ethnography, ethnology, folklore, popular culture, ritual, custom.  

The characteristics of traditional artistic creations: orality, anonymity, traditional character, collective character, 

syncretism; traditional inhabiting, calendrical customs, the ‗calushari‘- mythical and symbolic meanings; the 

Juni of Braşov, Drăgaica, Caloianul Paparuda and other winter customs. Literarz folklore: the epic song, 

mythological and heroic narrative; the ballad; Mioritza and Master Manole‘s Ballad; the traditional narrative, 

the fairytale – characteristics, themes, motifs, charaters. Jokes as contemporary folklore; contemporary 

legends. 

 

Theory of Literature 

The definition of the system of literary sciences: the theory, the history and literary criticism; methods in literary 

research; the concept of literature; functions of literature; the literary work(structure, composition, theme, motif, 

artistic image, symbol); the lecture of literary work: levels of lecture,  the concept of open work, transtextuality; 

the figures of speech ; the theory of metaphor and metonymy; the theory of literary genres; features of the lyric 

genre; species of the lyric genre; features of the epic genre: the esthetic category of the epic genre, notions of 

narratology, species of the epic genre; the dramatic genre: the esthetic category of the dramatic genre, 

tragic and tragedy, comic and comedy, comic and absurd, drama. 

 

History of Romanian Literature 

Junimea. Definition. History. The ‗junimist‘ spirit.  Titu Maiorescu. Biography. Maiorescu‘s theory on culture. 

Elements of Maiorescu‘s aesthetics. His view on poetry. The autonomy of aesthetics. The morality of the work of 

art. The impersonality of the artist. Gherea‘s criticism. Modernity and the limits of criticism. M. Eminescu. 

Variations of thought in his creation. Characteristics of Romantic poetry. Ion Creangă – creative personality. M. 

Eminescu Memento Mori, Luceafărul, Mureşanu. Mithocriticism. Ion Creangă, Moş Nechifor Coţcariul. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2nd YEAR 
 

Comparative Literature 

What is comparative literature? A historical perspective and current trends. Comparativeness – method of 

analysis and way of connecting pre-modern literature to postmodern times. How is knowledge represented? 

Knowledge and literature. The interrogative hermeneutics of the reader in construing a personal view. Homer- 

Odiseea. Sofocle- King Oedip.Dante Alighieri – Divina Comedie William Shakespeare – Hamlet. Miguel de 

Cervantes – Don Quijote de la Mancha. Gustave Flaubert – Madame Bovary. Feodor Mihailovici Dostoievski – 

Crime and Punishment, William Faulkner –The Sound and the Fury, Michel Houllelebecq-Elementary Particles. 

 

Contemporary Romanian Language 

The acquiring  of fundamental notions of phonetics, phonology, orthography and lexicology, which are 

necessary to the understanding of the way the contemporary Romanian language works, the formation of an 

active attitude towards the language as a complex system of norms. The creation of the skills needed to 

interpret various linguistic structures, from the perspective of the particular way the current literary Romanian 

language is organized. The use of strategies and rules of social interaction in accomplishing acts of 

communication, oral and written. 

 

History of Romanian Literature 

Introductory lecture. I.L.Caragiale. The biography of both author and work. I.L.Caragiale – the implied 

consciousness and the explicit writing. I.L.Caragiale – Modernity in writing. I.L.Caragiale. The Hermeneutics of 

the narrative text.  I.L.Caragiale. The hermeneutics of the dramatic text (comedies; dramas). Ioan Slavici – 

different critical approaches (Mircea Zaciu, Ioan Petru Culianu, Vasile Popovici). Ioan Slavici – the modernity of 

the social and psychological Realism. Simbolism. Theories, periods, representative writers. Alexandru 

Macedonski. Traditional and ethnical literary ideologies. Octavian Goga and George Coşbuc; neoclassical 

and neoromantic elements. 

 

History of Romanian Literature: Interwar Period: Prose Fiction 

Liviu Rebreanu - novelist (Ion, Răscoala, Pădurea spînzuraţilor, Ciuleandra, Gorila);  Mihail Sadoveanu - novelist 

(Creanga de aur, Fraţii Jderi, Hanu Ancuţei, Baltagul, Locul unde nu s-a întîmplat nimic, Zodia Cancerului);  

Camil Petrescu – novelist and literary theorist (Ultima noapte de dragoste, întîia noapte de război, Patul lui 

Procust);  Hortensia Papadat - Bengescu - novelist (Fecioarele despletite, Concert din muzică de Bach);   Anton 

Holban -novelist (O moarte care nu dovedeşte nimic, Ioana); George Călinescu - novelist (Enigma Otiliei, Bietul 

Ioanide); Mateiu Caragiale (Craii de Curtea-Veche);  Mircea Eliade – novelist and fantasy writer (Maitreyi, 

Domnişoara Cristina, Şarpele, La ţigănci); Other interwar Romanian novelists: Garabet Ibrăileanu (Adela); M. 

Blecher (Întîmplări în irealitatea imediată), Gib Mihăescu (Rusoaica); G. M. Zamfirescu, Ionel Teodoreanu, M. 

Sebastian, Tudor Arghezi. 

 

The Phraseology of Romanian Language (optional course) 

The course aims at: understanding and acquiring the norms and models of structuring communication, both in 

an oral and written form. It also aims at the understanding of language as a unitary system in a continuous 

development. The concept of phraseology as it is defined by various schools of criticism; phrasal structures, 

repeated discourse, the repeated discourse in media texts (applied on „Academia Caţavencu‖), the 

semantics and stylistics of phrasal units (expressing traditional mentalities); Can phrasal units be translated? 

 

The History of Romanian Literary Journals. The 19th Century (optional course) 

The main moments in the evolution of the 19th century Romanian literary press; the journals that deliberately set 

to promote the native literary phenomenon played in the development of modern Romanian literature and 

literary language.  

The interpretation and understanding of the ideas asserted in the programme-articles of specialty journals, 

some of which are genuine points of aesthetic crystallization (―Dacia literară‖, ‖Convorbiri literare‖, 

‖Literatorul‖), fulfilling the role of periodizing factor of entire literary ages. 

 

Rule and Deviation in Romanian Contemporary Language (optional course) 

The course explores aspects meant to singularize the tight connection between morphology and orthography, 

morphology, lexicology and syntax, morphology and stylistics. It analyzes the relation between norm and 

abnormality, investigates the causes of mistakes production and emphasizes the importance of knowing the 

norms at each level of language, so as to be able to explain why mistakes occur, and to discharge them from 

our discourse. 

 

Lyrism and its forms (optional course) 

Definitions of poetry ; the evolution of the concept of ―poetry ― from Antiquity to the (post)modern age; 

defining the concepts of lyric, lyrism, lyrical poetry; the relationship lyrical ego/ empirical ego; the essence of 

lyrism; the features of the poetic language; the structure of the lyrical poetry; theme, motif, poetic topos; image 



and symbol; the rhetoric of the poetic discourse; on denotation(sense): poetry and semantics; types of lyrism 

and basic lyrical forms: collective and individual lyrism – encomiastic, satiric, gnomic, confessional, descriptive- 

with the representative genres: the hymn, the psalm, the ode, the epistle, the epigram, the 

contemplation(introspection), the elegy, the romance, the pastoral, the pastel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3rd YEAR 
 

Contemporary Romanian Language 

The course aims to track changes in the structure of different contemporary languages, to analyze the 

functional styles of language, to use of the basic concepts of stylistics. The students will be able to identify a 

particular style of speech and to do its stylistic analysis. 

 

History of Romanian Literature 

The postwar cultural context: a general outlook; directions in postwar poetry: traditionalism versus modernism; 

the modern concept of poetry; George Bacovia‘s poetry; Tudor Arghezi‘s poetry; Ion Barbu‘s poetry; Lucian 

Blaga‘s poetry; poetic avantgardism; the concept of avantgarde; the coordinates of Romanian avantgardism; 

surrealist poetry: Gellu Naum and Gherasim Luca; postwar traditionalist poetry: Ion Pillat şi Vasile Voiculescu; the 

poetry of the war generation: : Ion Caraion, Geo Dumitrescu, Dimitrie Stelaru, Constant Tonegaru. 

 

The History of Romanian Literature (2) 

War generation: Marin Preda. Romanian literature and Communism: Vasile Voiculescu, George Calinescu, M. 

Sadoveanu, Camil Petrescu, Lucian Blaga, Tudor Arghezi, Mircea Eliade, Eugen Ionescu, Emil Cioran; the '50s 

generation (Nicolae Labis, Petru Dumitriu). The archaic individual in modern times: Povestiri by Vasile 

Voiculescu. Groapa by Eugen Barbu. Neomodernism: 1960 – 1980. Eugen Simion, Nicolae Manolescu, Mircea 

Martin, Eugen Negrici, Matei Calinescu, Toma Pavel, Adrian Marino, Liviu Petrescu etc. Issues of identity: Nichita 

Stanescu, Marin Sorescu, Ana Blandiana, Cezar Baltag, Leonid Dimov, Mircea Ivanescu, Gabriela Melinescu, 

Ioan Alexandru, Ileana Malancioiu, Virgil Mazilescu etc. Mircea Dinescu, Emil Brumaru. 

 

The History of Romanian Literary Language 

The course focuses on the research upon texts written in Romanian literary language from the old age. The 

research of the literary Romanian language entails the explanation of some theoretical aspects regarding the 

dialectal base and the age of literary Romanian language shaping. The stages of the literary Romanian 

language evolution are confined and the definitive aspects of each stage are determined, insisting on the 

major events: the occurrence of writing, the Cyrillic Romanian writing, the beginnings of the Romanian writings 

with Latin letters, literary norm in texts belonging to the 16th century, theoretical concerns with literary language 

issues, the consolidation of the literary Romanian language. 

 

 

 

Kitsch in Literature (optional course) 

Introductory course: origins and meaning of the term. A history of the phenomenon. Criteria in identifying kitsch. 

Kitsch and its forms in popular fiction. Romantic kitsch. The kitsch and the Avant-garde. The status of kitsch in 

postmodern culture. The kitsch and mass-culture. Two faces of the kitsch individual: Caragiale‘s Mitică and 

Musil‘s Man without Qualities. Forms of kitsch in erotic literature: Sandra brown and Danielle Steele. Manoil and 

Elena by D. Bolintineanu: features of romantic kitsch. The aesthetic values of kitsch: Avant-garde literature (Ilarie 

Voronca, Benjamin Fundoianu). Alexandru Muşina- the poetry of kitsch. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

French Language and Literature 
 

 

 

1st Year 
 

Name of Discipline: Contemporary French Language 

Department: Letters and Communication Sciences 

Field: Philology 

Program: French Language and Literature—English Language and Literature 

Year of study: I 

Semester: 1 

Number of credits: 4 

Number of classroom hours: 28  

Number of hours of applied study: 14  

Evaluation mode: Oral and written exam 

Discipline code: USVFLSCFEDS0102 

 

Course description:  

The general goal of this course is to teach students theoretical concepts and practical skills which will enable 

them to acquire an accurate prononciation in French. After providing learners with the necessary conceptual 

tools for comprehending the phonological features of the vocal apparatus, the course and seminars will 

constitute as many opportunities for the non-native French speakers to succeed in clearly articulating individual 

sounds, understanding/ producing contextualized intonation and appropriately placing word and sentence 

stress at the utterence level. Students will thus be able to interact with ease by skillfully interweaving their 

contributions into ongoing conversations. 

 

Contemporary French Grammar (CFG) 

DS0211 

Undergraduate: 3 hours /week; 14 weeks/2nd semester: 28L/14T; ECTS credits: 4 

 

The general goal of this course is to teach students theoretical concepts and practical skills which will enable 

them to describe the morphological characteritics of nominal groups in contemporary French language and to 

correctly use such nominal groups in communication. After a brief overview of concepts necessary for studying 

the morphology of nominal groups (i.e. morphology, syntagm, grammatical group, grammatical category) the 

course delves into a detailed analysis of the forms and values of each of the elements which constitute this 

group (i.e. nouns, articles, determinants, adjectives, pronouns). The seminars designed as practice sessions of 

structural drills and pragmatic activities are geared toward creating in the students‘ minds a series of automatic 

responses that enable them to correctly use the elements of the nominal group in communication. An equally 

important goal of these exercises is to increase students‘ linguistic alertness and their critical thinking abilities.    

 

 

 

2nd Year 
 

French-English/German Language and Literature; Romanian/Ukrainian-French Language and Literature 

Undergraduate 

USVFLSCFEDSO-IV3; USVFLSCFGDSO-IV3;USVFLSCRFDSO-IV5;USVFLSCUFDFO-IV5 

Contemporary French Language (Syntax) / Spring, 4 

3 hours /week; 14 weeks/ 4th Semester; 14 C/7 S; ECTS credits: 3 

 

Overview of the main syntactic concepts and patterns in contemporary French. Terminology. French word 

order; inversions. Basic syntactic patterns of the simple sentence; grammatical relations (subject, predicator, 

objects, attributes, adverbials); verb phrases. Declarative/ interrogative/ imperative/  exclamatory/ negative/ 

sentence patterns. Compound and complex sentences. Patterns of the complex sentence; coordinators and 

subordinators. Relative clauses; object clauses; adverbial clauses. 

 

 

USVFLSCFEDAIV15, USVFLSCUFGDAIV15, USVFLSCFEDAIV23, USVFLSCUFDAIV21, 

Introduction to Pragmatics, Spring/4 

2hours/week; 14 weeks/ 4th Semester; 7 C/7S; ECTS credits: 2 

 



Pragmatics and its place in the field of linguistics. Boundaries between pragmatics, semantics and syntax. 

Context and discourse. Relevance in communication. Relevant context. Discourse subjective markers. 

Reference. Referring expressions. Deixis and anaphora. Speech acts theory (J. L. Austin and J. Searle). Types of 

speech acts. Direct and indirect speech acts. Implicit structures and implicature. Presupposition. Discourse 

principles and laws. The cooperative principle. Linguistic polyphony. Reported speech.  

 

 

USVFLSCFEDAIV15, USVFLSCUFGDAIV15, USVFLSCFEDAIV23, USVFLSCUFDAIV21, 

Introduction to Pragmatics, Spring/4 

1hour/week; 14 weeks/ 4th Semester; 7 C; ECTS credits: 2 

 

Pragmatics and its place in the field of linguistics. Boundaries between pragmatics, semantics and syntax. 

Context and discourse. Relevance in communication. Relevant context. Discourse subjective markers. 

Reference. Referring expressions. Deixis and anaphora. Speech acts theory (J. L. Austin and J. Searle). Types of 

speech acts. Direct and indirect speech acts. Implicit structures and implicature. Presupposition. Discourse 

principles and laws. The cooperative principle. Linguistic polyphony. Reported speech.  

 

Name of Discipline: Contemporary French Language 

Department: Letters and Communication Sciences 

Field: Philology 

Program: French Language and Literature—English Language and Literature 

Year of study: I 

Semester: 3 

Number of credits: 3  

Number of classroom hours: 28  

Number of hours of applied study: 14  

Evaluation mode: Oral and written exam 

Discipline code: USVFLSCFEDSOIII3 

 

Course description:  

This course aims to provide students with theoretical concepts and practical skills meant to enable them to 

make accurate use of the verbal groups when communicating in French language. After a brief overview of 

the already-acquired tools necessary when studying the morphology of verbal groups (i.e. morphology, part of 

speech, grammatical group, expansion, grammatical category), the course procedes by making a detailed 

analysis of the forms and values of each of the elements constituting this group and of their functionality in both 

oral and written French. In order to highlight the importance of the verbal groups at the enunciation level, 

parallels will be drawn between the deep and the surface structures of the sentence. Besides morphology, the 

main axes of study are semantics, syntactics and stylistics. 

 

USVFLSCFEDAIII8, USVFLSCFGDAIII8, USVFLSCRFDAIII16, USVFLSCUFDAIII14 INTRODUCTION TO THEATRE ANALYSIS 

2nd Year, 3rd Semester 

1 hour / week – the course  

1 hour / week – the seminar  

2 ECTS 

 

The course aims to provide an overview of the theater – a phenomenon that goes beyond the literary and 

relies on a double performance, being, at the same time, text and potential representation, combination of the 

scriptural aspect (drama, script) with the visual, auditive and plastic aspect of the interpretation and 

enactment; to provide an overview of the main theoretical areas and theatrical formulas; to fathom the 

relationship between text and dramatic performance. 

Content: Definition of terms, such as: theater, theatricality, drama, dramaturgy, dramatic, playwright, mimesis, 

catharsis, etc. Constituent elements of the theater: text and performance. From the classical genres to the 

modern and postmodern theater. Lyric Theatre. Currents and theatrical and artistic movements. Experimental 

Theatre. Western Theatre/vs./Oriental theater. Engaged Theatre. Contemporary sociopolitical. Decadence and 

kitsch in the XXth and XXIth century theater. 

 

 

USVFLSCFEDAIV16, USVFLSCFGDAIV16, USVFLSCRFDAIV24, USVFLSCUFDAIV22 

Contemporary Francophone Theatre 

2nd Year, 4th Semester 

1 hour / week – the course  

1 hour / week – the seminar  

2 ECTS 

 

The course presents an overview of Romanian drama writers who, for various reasons, have chosen French 

Language as a means of artistic expression. The lectures are considering fathoming the dramatic works of the 



Romanian writers of French expression who have asserted themselves in the context of the world literature and 

concepts, such as: exile, diaspora, bilingualism, central literature (major), peripheral literature (minor) etc. 

Content: Introduction to the analysis of Romanian exile of French expression. Definition of concepts, such as: 

exile, diaspora, bilingualism. Playwrights of artistic avant-garde (the Dadaist Tristan Tzara, the lettrist Isidore Isou) 

and writers located in its extension (the oniric Gherasim Luca). Benjamin Fondane: "The Island"as a theatrical 

experimental, biblical theater. Leonid M. Arcade: the cenacle "Mamaliga " in Neuilly, Paris, 'Cultural Revolution' 

in theatrical perspective. Georges Astalos: the exile trilogy; the "intrusion" theater. Anca Visdei: thematic triptych 

1) contemporary women, 2) the myth of Don Juan revisited, 3) the totalitarian sociopolitical of twentieth 

century. Matéi Visniec: multiple perspective: 1) absurd theater vs. grotesque Theatre?, 2) palimpsest Theatre, 3) 

actual theater. Sociopolitical and contemporary myths ("golden age" and "new man") 4) poetic and 

experimental theater. 

 

 

 USVFLSCFEDSOIV4, USVFLSCFGDSOIV4, USVFLSCRFDSOIV6, USVFLSCUFDFOIV6 

HISTORY OF FRENCH LITERATURE 

2nd Year, 4th Semester 

2 hours / week – the course  

1 hour / week – the seminar  

3 ECTS 

 

The course aims to acquire and use basic concepts from the realistic, naturalistic and symbolic theory and 

aesthetics, the development of abilities necessary for the aesthetic and literary understanding of the specificity 

of these types of texts. The importance of realism to the birth of the modern novel. The typology of the novel in 

the nineteenth century. Authors studied: Balzac, Stendhal, Flaubert, Zola, Maupassant. Poetics of symbolism: 

Baudelaire, Verlaine, Rimbaud, Lautréamont, Mallarmé. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3rd Year 
 

Discourse Analysis (DA) is aimed at providing students with conceptual tools to be used when analysing the 

dicourse phenomenon in different types of corpus. After discussing the place of DA in the field of the sciences 

of language, the course dwells on the logico-semantic and communicational perspective, the speech acts 

and the functions of language and the role of the communicative interactions. Students wil also   become 

familiar with the modes of discourse – exposition, description, narration and argument. The discursive devices 

and phenomena analysed during the seminars are meant to lead to the identification, explanation and 

argumentation of the importance of understanding discourse within its socio-cultural context. The course is 

taught in French. 

 

 

 

Contemporary French Grammar: Elements of Pragmatics and Semantics of the Nominal Group (CFG) 

USVFLSCFEDSOV-VI1 

Undergraduate: 3 hours/week; 14 weeks/6th semester: 28L/14T; ECTS credits: 4 

 

Building on students‘ acquired knowledge of syntax and morphology, this course provides a pragamatic 

analysis of the French language. The main objective of the class is to help students get a better sense of the 

complex relationship between language and extra-lingusitic realities. The course reviews some of the most 

important contemporary theories in Pragmatics, with a special empahsis on concepts such as: communication 

context, (signifier-)signified, meaning, anaphora, and deixis. Considering the breadth of the field of Pragmatics 

and the wide diversity of experts‘ theories to be covered, the course focuses mainly on the nominal group, 

particularly on the pronoun. The course provides an overview of the main approaches of the prounoun in 

relation with its referent (i.e. Substitutionalist, XXX, Verbal, Pragmatic and Pragmatic-semantic approach). It also 

emphasizes the diverse functions that the nominal group, specifically the pronoun, plays in different texts and 

types of discourses. 

The information provided by the course is then applied during class seminars, which are structured as practical 

sessions during which students analyze various texts that allow them to notice, analyze, and express the 

multifaceted relationship between the lingusitic expression and its referent/signified.  

 

 

USVFLSCFEDSOV2, USVFLSCFGDSOV2, USVFLSCRFDSOV4, USVFLSCUFDSOV4 



HISTORY OF FRENCH LITERATURE 

3rd Year, 5th Semester 

2 hours / week – the course  

1 hour / week – the seminar  

4 ECTS 

 

The course proposes, via an interactive method, an approach to the French epic literature of the twentieth 

century. It envisages an overview of the French narrative production, covering the most important literary 

and/or artistic moments of the past century. The Fundamental information is transmitted through a multiple 

approach: chronological (of the currents and artistic movements), of the Literary Imaginary, intertextuality 

(which implies a comparative perspective of the French literary phenomenon in the context of world literature) 

and (auto)biography/autofiction. 

The authors studied are: André Gide, Marcel Proust, Louis-Ferdinand Céline, Albert Camus, Jean-Paul Sartre, The 

moment « OULIPO » : Raymond Queneau, Georges Perec, The New Novel: Alain Robbe-Grillet, Michel Butor, 

Claude Simon, Jean Ricardou, Nathalie Sarraute, Marguerite Duras, The moment « Tel Quel » : Julia Kristeva, 

Philippe Sollers. Autres romanciers français de référence : Marguerite Yourcenar, Michel Tournier. Contemporary 

novelists: Pascal Bruckner, Éric-Emmanuel Schmitt, Michel Houellebecq, Frédéric Beigbeder, Amélie Nothomb. 

 

 

 

USVFLSCFEDSOVI2, USVFLSCFGDSOVI2, USVFLSCRFDSOVI4, USVFLSCUFDSOVI4 

HISTORY OF FRENCH LITERATURE 

3rd Year, 6th Semester  

2 hours / week – the course  

1 hour / week – the seminar  

5 ECTS 

 

The course proposes, via an interactive method, an approach to the dramatic literature of the twentieth 

century. It goes beyond the traditional interpretations of the dramatic text, trying to place the theatrical 

phenomenon in the broader context of the performing arts. The multiple perspectives (anthropological, 

psychological/psychodrama, semiological, enactment) will offer different tracks of future analysis of the 

dramatic text. 

The authors studied are: Guillaume Apollinaire, Alfred Jarry, Tristan Tzara, Roger Vitrac, Pablo Picasso, Antonin 

Artaud, Jean Cocteau, Albert Camus, Jean-Paul Sartre, Simone de Beauvoir, Samuel Beckett, Eugène Ionesco, 

The extension of the derision theater. Jean Tardieu, Fernando Arrabal, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

English Language and Literature 
 

 

1st YEAR 
 

 

DS0106 History of English Literature (Autumn/1) 

 

3 hours per week/ 14 weeks/1st semester: 28C/14S; ECTS credits: 4 

 

The Historical, Social, and Cultural Climate of the British Isles between the Roman Conquest and the Norman 

Conquest (AD 43 – AD 1066); The General Characteristics of Lyrical and Epic Anglo-Saxon Poetry; Devotional 

and Elegiac Poetry: Caedmon‘s Hymn of Creation, The Dream of the Rood, Widsith, Deor’s Lament, The 

Wanderer, The Seafarer; The Heroic Ethos: The Battle of Brunanburh, The Battle of Maldon, Waldhere; The Epic 

Monument of Anglo-Saxon Literature: Beowulf (a general presentation); Beowulf – Myth and Epopee; Beowulf – 

Main Themes and Motifs; The General Characteristics of Medieval English Literature (11th to 14th Centuries); The 

Alliterative Revival: Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Pearl; Geoffrey Chaucer: Life and Literary Work. The 

Canterbury Tales: A General Presentation; The General Prologue of The Canterbury Tales; Genres and 

Characterological Distinctions in The Canterbury Tales: The Knight, The Miller, The Nun‘s Priest, The Wife of Bath, 

The Pardoner; Medieval Mysteries and Morality Plays: The Wakefield Cycle, Everyman; The Chivalric Ethos: 

Morte d’Arthur by Sir Thomas Malory ; Renaissance Humanism in English Literature: Utopia by Sir Thomas More; 

Shakespeare and His Playwright Contemporaries: King Lear, The Tempest, Doctor Faustus by Christopher 

Marlowe & Volpone by Ben Jonson; The Metaphysical School: John Donne, Andrew Marvell, George Herbert; 

Paradise Lost by John Milton. 

 

 

DS0515b Text Interpretation (Autumn/3) 

 

2 hours per week/ 14 weeks/ 5th semester: 28L; ECTS credits: 2 

 

Traveling through the Dark by William Stafford; Split Cherry-Tree by Jesse Stuart; The Debutante by Leonora 

Carrington; The Goat Man Prophecy by Ed Laird;  The Second Coming by W. B. Yeats; The Monkey’s Paw by W. 

W. Jacobs; The Drunkard by Frank O‘Connor; A Good Man Is Hard to Find by Flannery O‘Connor; The Sniper by 

Liam O‘Flaherty; The Story of an Hour by Kate Chopin; The Historical Judas by Howard Nemerov; The Gift of the 

Magi by O. Henry; The Use of Force by William Carlos Williams; Janet Waking by John Crowe Ransom. 

 

Contemporary English Language (CEG): The Noun Phrase (Spring/1) 

USVFLSCERDS0211/USVFLSCEGDS0211/USVFLSCFEDS0214/USV.FLSC.UE.DS.02.14 

Undergraduate: 3 hours/week; 14 weeks/2nd semester; 28L/14T; ECTS credits: 4 

The category of number in English: singularia and pluralia tantum; summation plurals; collective nouns; personal 

adjective heads. The category of gender. The category of case: the synthetic genitive: the zero genitive; the 

local / elliptic genitive; the analytical genitive: the double genitive; the group genitive; implicit genitive. The 

definite, indefinite, zero article. Attributive and predicative use of adjectives; gradable and non-gradable 

adjectives; order of adjectives in the noun phrase; comparison of adjectives; adjectives and adverbs: common 

features. 

 

 

USVFLSCEGDS0212 History of English Literature (The Enlightenment and Romanticism) (Spring/1) 

3 hours per week; 14 weeks/2nd semester; 28 Lecture/14 Seminar; ECTS credits: 5 

Lecture: Introduction. Reason; language; sign. Science of the human; difference; relations. From Augustan 

satire to Romantic irony. Mapping imaginary worlds. From the light of reason to inspired vision. Criticism, 

metafiction, and imagination. Constructing modern identity. Seminar: Enlightenment reconsidered: 

contemporary views. Satire and irony. Imaginary mappings. Apocalyptic worlds and the painted word. The art 

of the novel. The art of poetry. Reading reason‘s ghosts. 

 

Translation: a Practico-Theory (Autumn/1) 

USVFLSCTPTDSOI5 



Master, The Theory and Practice of Translation (English): 2hours/week; 14 weeks/1st semester; 28L; ECTS credits: 5 

Translation and Linguistics / Literary History / Ideology. The Polysytems Theory. Jean Ricardou‘s Practico-Theory. 

Irina Mavrodin‘s Theory of Translation / Translating. A Decalogue of Translation (translating poetry, translating 

slang and dialect, translating archaic texts, translating figures of speech, dealing with errors in the original text 

etc.). Plural Reading(s) (translation as lecture plurielle). Literality /  Literarity. Douglas Robinson and the Somatics 

of Translation (idiosomatics, ideosomatics). Pragmatic Success in Translation. 

 

USVFLSCEG DS 0107 Practical Course in English (Autumn 1) 

4 hours per week;  14 weeks  /1st  semester; -/56L; ECTS credits 3 

 The course aims at enhancing students‘  speaking, reading, listening and writing skills. The placement test at 

the beginning of the term is indicative of each group‘s level of English and a textbook is chosen accordingly. 

Students improve their knowledge of grammatical structures and vocabulary while going through a wide range 

of topics that cover various areas of everyday life such as: consuming passions, wildlife, fashion, political 

correctness, etc. 

 

 

Discipline: Contemporary English Language 

4 credits 

Description: The course offers an introduction to the study of English words. The topics to be covered include 

lexical units, the internal structure of words, major and minor means of word-formation, productivity, syntactic 

and semantic issues in word-formation, meaning relations between words and the lexicon as a system, word 

combinations. It also outlines the lexicon of the English language as exemplified in various types of monolingual 

and bilingual dictionaries 

 

 

 

 

 

2nd YEAR 
 

 

 

USVFLSC  ER DA III-IV8 Introduction to Discourse Analysis (Autumn 3 - Spring 4) 

2 hours per week; 28 weeks/3rd and 4th semester; 28L/28L; ECTS credits 2 

Overview of the concept of discourse from the perspective of linguistics and of cultural, critical and literary 

theory.What is discourse analysis?: Text vs discourse. Form and function. Speech acts and discourse structure. 

Critical discourse analysis; Discursive structures:The Episteme. The Statement. Cirsculation of Discourses;  Cultural 

theory and models of discourse. Michel Foucault and discourse. Literature as discourse; Discourse and Ideology: 

Van Dijk and the Economic Determinants of Discourse. Language, Discourse and Ideology; Feminist Theory and 

Discourse Theory: Discourses of Femininity. Access to Discourse. Discourses in Conflict. Challenging the Other. 

Psychoanalysis and Discourse Theory; Discourse analysis and Critical Discourse analysis Discourse analysis. Social 

Psychologists and Conversational Analysis. Critical Discourse analysis;Spoken language: Adjacency pairs. 

Exchangings. Turn-taking. Transactions and topics.Interactional and transactional talks. Stories anecdotes, jokes. 

Other spoken discourse types; Written language   Text types. Speech and writing. Units in written discourse. 

Clause relations. Patterns and learners. (Prerequisites: DF 0101 and DF 0210) 

 

 

 

USVFLSCFEDAIII-IV22  Optional Course: Shakespeare (Autumn/2) 

USVFLSCFEDAIII-IV22 

Undergraduate: 2 hours/week; 14 weeks/3rd semester: 14L/14T; ECTS credits: 2 

The English Renaissance: the socio-historical and cultural-literary scene. Shakespeare in the consciousness of 

fellow writers and of critics–the Shakespeare myth. Shakespeare‘s  sonnets: 18, 66, 116, 130. Shakespeare‘s 

dramatic work: an introduction. The chronicle plays:  Shakespearean rulers and the Wheel of Fortune: Richard II. 

The romantic comedies: A Midsummer Night’s Dream as festive comedy. Romantic tragedy: Romeo and Juliet. 

Shakespearean Baroque tragedy: Hamlet. The last plays. Power conflict and metatheatrical solution in the 

romances: The Tempest. Shakespeare in contemporary popular culture. 

Prerequisites: HEL (1st semester) 

 

 



 

English Literature (The Victorian Novel) – 4 ECTS 

The survey course analyses and interprets the Victorian novel from various perspectives and depicts the British 

social and cultural background of the 19th-century. The course also focuses on the ideology of the Empire, on 

the technological, scientific and Industrial Revolution, on urbanization, individualism, utilitarianism, but also on 

poverty and repression as they are all mirrored in the works of fiction of the Victorian Age. The major writers to 

be discussed are: Charles Dickens, the Brontë sisters, Thomas Hardy, and George Eliot. 

 

USVFLSCEGDOOIII-IV12 Option course – Academic Writing (Autumn/2) 

2 hours per week; 14 weeks/3rd semester; 28 Practical work; ECTS credits: 2 

Introduction. Planning and project management: mind maps. Collecting and annotating information. 

Managing reference data. Inputting and editing text. Basic typographic conventions. Putting it all together: 

connecting, converting, exporting. 

 

 

Contemporary English Grammar (CEG): GLIMPSES OF THE ENGLISH VERB GROUP AND VERB COMPLEMENTATION 

USVFLSCERDSOIII-IV3,USVFLSCEGDSOIII-IV3,USVFLSCFEDSOIII-IV5,USVFLSCUEDSOV-VI3 

 

Undergraduate: 3 hours per week: 14 weeks/3rd semester: 28L/14T: ECTS credits: 3 

 

Topics covered: Transitivity revisited; Causative verbs: bird‘s-eye view; Multi-word verbs: major types and 

subtypes; Verbs with split transitivity: Dixon‘s semantic principle; Prepositional vs phrasal verbs; Function verb 

phrases vs compact verb idioms;  Syntactic versatility: valency and major complementation types; Zero-

complement and one-complement verbs; Mono- and ditransitive complementation; The Janus-faced wh-

clause and the two-timing to-infinitive; Complex-transitive and copular complementation; Objects and 

complements compared; The semantics of –ing clauses; The semantics of copular verbs. 

Prerequisites: CEG (1st and 2nd semester)  

 

Contemporary English Grammar (CEG): CROSS-LINGUISTIC APPROACHES TO GRAMMAR 

USVFLSCER/EG/FE/UEDAIII-IV8 

 

Undergraduate: 2 hours per week: 14 weeks/4th semester: 14L/14T: ECTS credits: 3 

 

Topics covered: Central vs peripheral constituents as viewed by Germanic (G) and Romance (R) grammars; 

The eternal bone of contention: object vs complement (G, R); English objoids as syntactically matched by 

sentence constituents in other languages (G, R); Prepositional object vs prepositional complement : contrastive 

analysis (G, R); Aiding and abetting transitive verbs : direct and indirect object (G, R); Predicator complement 

or the perfect case of Jack-of-all-trades : similarities and contrasts (G, R); Complementation of subject and 

object or the case of conflicting loyalties : contrastive analysis (G, R). 

Prerequisites: CEG (1st, 2nd and 3rd semester)  

 

USVFLSCFEDAIII-IV24 Option course – Academic Writing (Spring/2) 

2 hours per week; 14 weeks/4th semester; 28 Practical work; ECTS credits: 2 

Essay structure; essay micro-structure: organising paragraphs. Cohesion; coherence; causality. Comparison; 

discussion; generalisation. Definition; illustration; referencing. Argumentation and persuasion. Plagiarism; 

avoiding plagiarism. Style. Drafting and re-drafting.  

 

 
History of English Literature (HEL) (Autumn/2) 

USVFLSCERDSOIII-IV4, USVFLSCEGDSOIII-IV4, USVFLSCFEDS0III-IV6, USVFLSCUEDFOIII-IV6 

Undergraduate: 3 hours per week; 14 weeks/4th semester; 28L/14T; ECTS credits: 3 

The late 1930s and the late 1960s; The Dystopian Satire: Huxley, Orwell, Golding; John Fowles and The 

Experimental Politics of Temporality/ Spatiality‖; Ian McEwan‘s traditional notions of history; Julian Barnes‘s 

fictional and essayistic literary genre; Lad Literature with Nick Hornby; Gender and Sexuality: Jeanette 

Winterson; Cultural chauvinism and sense-making practices in contemporary English Literature 

 

 

 

Contemporary English Grammar (CEG): The Syntax of the Clause (Autumn/2) 

USVFLSCERDSOIII-IV3, USVFLSCEGDSOIII-IV3, USVFLSCFEDSOIII-IV5, USVFLSCUEDFOIII-IV5 

Undergraduate: 3 hours/week: 14 weeks/4th semester; 28L/14T; ECTS credits 4 

 



Sentences and Phrases. Processes, Participants and Circumstances. Clauses. The Rank Scale; How Meaning 

and Grammar Are Related. Form and Function. Word Order. Transactive and Non-Transactive Processes. 

Transitive and Intransitive Clauses. Kernel Clauses. The Subject in Kernel Clauses. The Direct Object in Kernel 

Clauses; Intensive Complements in Kernel Clauses. Adverbial Complements. Adverbial Complements and the 

Predicator; Phrasal and Prepositional Verbs. Types of Process. Derived Clauses; Direct and Indirect Objects. 

Intensive Complements Referring to the Object; Complexity in Clause Constituents: Complexity within Noun 

Phrases; Complexity within Prepositional Phrases and Adjective Phrases. Complexity within Adverb Phrases and 

Verb Phrases 

Prerequisites: CEG (2nd, 3rd semester) 

 

 

 

 

Optional Course: The Rhetoric of the Political Discourse (Autumn/3) 

USVFLSCERDFOV-VI9, USVFLSCEGDFV-VI8, USVFLSCFEDAV-VI20 

Undergraduate: 1 hour/week: 14 weeks/6th semester; 14T; ECTS credits: 2 

 

The Political Speech as Rhetorical Discourse. Manipulation Through Words in Political Speeches. A Definition. 

Rhetorical Devices: Schemes / Figures and Tropes; Seducing the Audience from the Outset. The Locutor‘s 

Audience Awareness. Introductory Formulas / Appelatives; Collateral Circumstances of Place. Collateral 

Circumstances of Time. Collateral Circumstances of Issues. Collateral Circumstances of Persons; The 

Anticipatory Story: The Illustration at the Beginning of the Speech. The Seductive Power of Amplification in 

Argumentation. Phonetic Repetition: Alliteration, Consonance, Assonance;  Lexical, Morphological and 

Syntactic Repetition: Anaphora, Epiphora, Polyptoton, Enumeration and Accumulation; Intertextuality as 

Rhetorical Device in Political Speeches: Quotations and Allusions. The Arbitrariness of Truth in Public Speeches. 

Logical Fallacies in Poltical Speeches 

Prerequisites: CEG (all previous semesters) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3rd YEAR 

 

 

3rd Year/ 1st Semester 

Colonial America. Religion, Literature, and Politics 

This interdisciplinary course is meant to give undergraduate students a complex picture of Colonial America, 

viewed both diachronically and synchronically. Thus, the course explores, through the study of literary texts, the 

major forces that contributed to the formation of the United States. It will adopt a case-study approach to 

assess the colonial origins of American culture as well as the methods and approaches of literary scholars and 

historians. It will combine lectures, class discussion, and small group collaboration in its efforts to study the texts 

and contexts of colonial America. 

 

 

3rd Year/ 1st Semester 

American Identities in the 20th Century 

 

This course examines the history/culture/society of the United States from the early 1900s to the present day, 

with an emphasis on how political, economic, and social developments shaped the conditions, attitudes, and 

values of contemporary America. Topics to be discussed in readings and in class include the Progressive Era, 

the Roaring Twenties, the Great Depression, Roosevelt‘s New Deal, World War II, the Cold War, the Civil Rights 

movement, the Vietnam War, the student protests and the counterculture movements of the 1960s, social 

changes in recent decades, as well as cultural myths (such as the myth of the modern family, the myth of 

individual opportunity, the myth of gender or the myth of democracy).  

 

Contemporary English Grammar (CEG): The Syntax of the Sentence (Autumn/3) 

USVFLSCERDFOV-VI1, USVFLSCEGDFV-VI1, USVFLSCFEDSOV-VI3, USVFLSCUEDSOV-VI3 

Undergraduate: 3 hours/week: 14 weeks/5th semester; 28L/14T; ECTS credits: 4 



 

The Compound Sentence. Coordination: Semantic and Pragmatic Aspects. Reorganisation Processes: 

Gapping and Regrouping. The Complex Sentence. Subordination/Embedding: Classification of Subordinated 

Clauses (the functional criterion and the structural criterion). Subordinating Conjunctions. The Place of 

Subordinate Clauses in the Complex Sentence. Types of Subordinate Clauses. The Subject Clause: That Clauses, 

Infinitive Clauses, Gerund Clauses, Dependent Interrogative Clauses functioning as Clausal Subject. 

Transformational Processes: Extraposition, Raising and Tough-Movement. Cleft and Pseudo-Cleft Sentences. The 

Predicative/Subject Complement Clause. Nominal Intensive Complementation. Adjectival Intensive 

Complementation. Adverbial Intensive Complementation. The Direct Object Clause. The Indirect Object 

Clause. The Prepositional Object Clause. Adverbial Clauses: Time, Place, Cause, Condition, Contrast, Purpose, 

Result, Comparison, Manner, and other minor types (Instrumental, Exception and Restriction, Relation, Quantity, 

Measure, Degree and Approximation). 

Prerequisites: CEG (2nd, 3rd, 4th semester) 

 

USVFLSCEGDFV-VI7 Option course – Postmodernist Literary Topologies (Autumn/3) 

1 hour per week; 14 weeks/5th semester; 14 Practical work; ECTS credits: 2 

Between antifoundationalism and interdisciplinarity. Topological equivalence:  Julian Barnes‘s A History of the 

World in 10 ½ Chapters. Gender as superposition:  Iain Banks‘s The Wasp Factory. Multiphrenia and 

metadoubles:  Angela Carter‘s Wise Children. Symmetry and assymmetry of time in Martin Amis‘s Time’s Arrow. 

Identity as transcultural collage in Salman Rushdie‘s Midnight’s Children. 

 

Gothic (Optional Course) – 2 ECTS 

The course offers a survey of the English Gothic novel since its rise, with Horace Walpole‘s Castle of Otranto in 

the 18th century, to its leakage into various literary forms in the 20th century and the specatcular revival of the 

gothic in postmodernist popular culture. The course exploits the aesthetic categories of the fantastic, uncanny, 

sublime, and grotesque. Among the works of fiction under discussion, we include: Mary Shelley‘s Frankenstein, 

Bram Stoker‘s Dracula,  R. L. Stevenson‘s Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, and Oscar Wilde‘s The Picture of Dorian Gray.  

 

USVFLSCEGDFV-VI2 History of American Literature (Spring/3) 

3 hours per week; 14 weeks/6th semester; 28 Lecture/14 Seminar; ECTS credits: 5 

Mark Twain:  the contradictions of an age. Henry James:  elements of protomodernism. Ernest Hemingway:  

understatement; codes of behaviour. F. Scott Fitzgerald:  historicizing the ideal. William Faulkner: perspectivism; 

mythical spaces. Robert Frost: the poem as metaphor. Postmodernist theories of the text. Convoluted limits. 

Disputing margins:  John Barth. Catch-22: the self-reflexive paradox. Excessive worlds: Slaughterhouse-Five. 

Technologies of social saturation: White Noise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC RELATIONS 
 

 

1st Year 
 

Fundamentals of Public Relations deals with the definitions and structure of the act of communication as well as 

of all the factors involved in the process of public relations, starting from the evolution of this field up to the 

turning of relational practices into a strategic-persuasive functional art of organizational communication.  

 

 

Cultural Anthropology and Communication 

This course is designed to familiarize students with the basic concepts and findings of cultural anthropology, the 

study of different cultures, human institutions and behaviour,  social relationships and belief systems. 

 

 

 

 

2nd YEAR 
 

Project Management 

This course develops a foundation of concepts and solutions that supports the planning, scheduling, controlling, 

resource allocation, and performance measurement activities required for successful completion of a project. 

 

The Psychology of Communication 

The course will provide a general analysis of the theories and concepts that have shaped the science of 

psychology over time in relation with the discipline of communication.  

It  examines theories towards a social psychology of communication also, like verbal and non-verbal 

communication, face-to-face or rumours.  

 

 

 

3rd YEAR 
 

Public Relations in The European Context envisages a survey of the most important theories and instruments 

underlying the field of Public Relations in Europe (from a social, economic, political and cultural point of view), 

starting from the influence globalization and the advanced technology have upon public relations.  

 

 

Sectorial Public Relations envisages a survey of the most important fields (political, administrative, public, 

private etc.) greatly influenced by Public Relations, in order to understand the way Public Relation specific 

activities function, starting from devising a campaign up to evaluating its effects.  

 



Communication via Mass-Media and Advertising defines and introduces the models of communication, the 

factors involved, the theories on the effects of the media and the relations between the participants in the act 

of communication taking place in the complex space of the media and advertising.  

 

Advertising Creation studies publicity from a creative point of view by computer processing persuasive and 

rhetorical messages for the written press, posters, banners etc. While it underlines the genesis, formation and 

functionning of the language of advertising, the present course also focuses on the creative techniques and 

modalities specific to ads in digital signal processing systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Italian Language and Literature 
 

1st YEAR 
 

Contemporary Italian Language ( 1st year, both semesters) 

The course aims to achieve a panoramic image of Italian morphology through a synchronic and diachronic 

approach of the various fundamental aspects of this field of study. The synchronic perspective, looked into and 

carefully analyzed within the application classes, starts from theoretical issues, related to the specific 

terminology of the discipline and the morphological system of contemporary Italian. 

 

The History of Italian Literature 

The periods of Italian literature: the age of the origins of Italian literature, Trecento-Novecento. 

Verism: thematic directions, particuliarities, representatives, the work: Giovanni Verga – narrative structure and 

symbolic characters in Familia Malavoglia and Mastro Don Gesualdo; Luigi Capuana, Marchizul de 

Roccaverdina – the novel regarding the crisis of conscience; Grazia Deledda – realist observation and lyrical 

perspective in the novels Comoara din Sardinia and Iedera. 

Decadentism: Italo Svevo, the world of the novel: Conș tiinț a lui Zeno and Senilitate- themes, narrative 

discourse, characters: Gabriele D' Annunzio and Giovanni Pascoli; Luigi Pirandello-Răposatul Mattia Pascal and 

Unul, niciunul, o sută de mii: the world of the novel, themes, characters, symbolic valences. 

The Twilight Poets; Manifesto of Futurism. Filippo Tomasso Marinetti Hermeticism: Eugenio Montale,  Giuseppe 

Ungaretti – the poetic universe. 

 

Practical Course – Italian through music 

The practical course is an introduction to Italian language by learning the basic grammar notions through 

music. Emphasis is on listening comprehension and thus improving the pronunciation by listening to mother 

tongue Italian songs, then on reading and writing. The course will focus on building a basic vocabulary and 

simple grammar structures. 

 

 

2nd YEAR 

 



Contemporary Italian Language (both semesters) 

The Syntax course aims at guiding the students in the use and in linking groups of words and sentences by 

defining and analyzing their functions in the sentence and in the phrase. These correlations are carried out both 

under general rules of logic and language specific nature. The theoretical part is always accompanied by 

seminar exercises for a better explanation of the theoretical concepts of syntax. 

The History of the Italian Literature ( 2nd year, both semesters) 

a) 1st semester- The Italian Literature Course (18th Century and Romanticism) examines, from a 

monographic perspective, the most representative authors and respectively the most important 

moments of 18th century and Italian Romanticism (Metastasio, Vico, Parini, Goldoni (Eighteenth 

century) and Ugo Foscolo, Alessandro Manzoni and Giacomo Leopradi). The course analyzes the 

most important literary events of the 18th Century- the Enlightenment and Arcadia- but also the 

Pre-romanticism and Italian Romanticism and connections between them. 

b) 2nd semester- The course examines the history of Italian literature from the mid 15th century to late 17th 

century. The central figures, exhaustively analyzed in mini monographs, are: Ariosto, Machiavelli, and Tasso 

 

 Italian Culture and Civilization ( both semesters) 

The course offers a route through the twenty Italian regions, presenting the customs, traditions, geography and 

culture. The text is aimed at students of intermediate level (B1) who want to improve their knowledge of the 

Italian language and reach level C1. 

Dante Alighieri ( both semesters) 

L‘Inferno - Analysis of the poem in relation to the classic, novels and biblical inter texts, and Dante‘s macro text, 

following the thematic, structural and linguistic-stylistic paths. 

 

Il Paradiso -A fulfillment of the educational project dedicated to the entire Dante's Divine Comedy.  The third 

canto will be read and analyzed. The main cultural and poetic motifs will be taken into consideration, in a 

critical comparison with the most important interpretations of the twentieth-century. 

 

 

Optional course – Italian studies (Translation) 

The optional course of translation aims at training the translation skills, learning specialized vocabulary as well as 

acquisition of idioms and grammatical constructions specific to Italian language. Translations from and into 

Italian will help students understand the importance of textual coherence, the teaching material focusing on 

texts from different areas. Any grammatical difficulties encountered in the translation process will be supported 

by objectives explanations and exercises to clarify issues occurred during the course. 

 

 

3rd YEAR 
 

 

The History of the Italian Literature ( 3rd year, both semesters) 

1st semester- The course deals with Italian literature from the perspective of relationships that can be established 

between it and other forms of culture of that historical period. The monographic course will mainly analyze the 

famous figures of Giovanni Boccaccio and Francesco Petrarca but also of the other humanists.  

2nd semester- The origins of Italian literature are presented in two major fundamental trends, secular and 

religious poetry. The course will analyze, as small monographs, Francesco d'Assisi, Jacopone da Todi, Guittone 

d'Arezzo. Also, the secular vein is represented by the Sicilian School (Jacopo da Lentini, Pier della Vigna, Cielo 

d'Alcamo) and Dolce Stil Nuovo (Guinizzelli G., G. Cavalcanti, Cino da Pistoia). The seminar will mainly discuss 

the love poetry of the thirteenth century. 

The monographic course is centered on the most important Italian author, i.e. Dante Alighieri. Both minor works 

and Divina Commedia are treated both separately as well as in inter textual terms.  

 

Pier Paolo Pasolini (optional course, both semesters) 



Pasolini "Multimedia artist". 

A journey through literature, film and visual arts. The course aims to an interesting and challenging journey of 

Pier Paolo Pasolini‘s artistic activity, comparing, in particular, his literary and cinematic production, unified by a 

fruitful exchange of themes and techniques of expression. 

  

Contemporary Italian Language 

The dialectology course presents a general classification and the analysis of Italian dialects, which acquire 

greater value only by an analysis in opposition to Italian language. Due to the influence of the substrate and 

superstrate, Italian dialects have evolved and developed into real distinct languages whose characteristics will 

be analyzed during the course. 

 

 

 

Contemporary Italian Language (2nd semester) 

The History of Italian Language course presents its evolution over the centuries, from the first documents written 

in early form of Italian language to the contemporary and regional Italian with the relations established 

between language and grammar, literature, dialect. The history of Italian language is characterized by a long 

formative process that exceeded land borders of Italian states before the unification and had as purpose to 

impose literary Tuscan dialect as the national language of united Italy. 

 

 

 

Optional Course – Italian studies (Writing&Translations) 

The course enhances writing, comprehension and communication skills as well as knowledge of Italian 

grammar. The students will develop their written skills at the computer, vocabulary building by searching the 

words in the dictionary and the ability of recognizing the different types of texts. Emphasis is on perfecting oral 

and written skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spanish Language and Literature 
 

 

1st Year 
Contemporary Spanish Language 

The course aims to establish a theoretical support to students in the formation and consolidation of knowledge 

of contemporary Spanish grammar, enabling the understanding and proper use of the Nominal Group 

generating mechanism. 

 

Contemporary Spanish Language (2) 

The verb and the verbal group; the detailed study of all aspects relating to the functions of the verb; the 

understanding and the proper use of language mechanism generating the verbal group. 

 

 

2nd YEAR 
 

Contemporary Spanish Language 

This course aims to establish a theoretical support to students in the formation and consolidation of knowledge 

of contemporary Spanish grammar, combining words into forming sentences. Enabling the understanding and 

proper use of the mechanism that generates the syntactic relations occurring within the sentence structure. 

 

Contemporary Spanish Language (2) 

The present course, focusing on sentence syntax, aims to clarify the rules assembly used in combining clauses 

into sentences, to redefine the subordination relations of the sentences, to identify the types of relationships 

that encompass both the main and the subordinate clause, and the special cases occurring within the 

sentence etc.  

 

Spanish Culture and Civilization (optional course) 

The present course focuses on the culture and civilization of Spain in relation to Spanish America. It also aims to 

identify differences and similarities to other Romanic and non-Romanic populations peoples in various historical 

and cultural contexts. 

 

3rd YEAR 
 

History of Spanish Literature 

The ‘98 generation: general coordinates; poetry, the concept of modernism, representatives: Rubén Darío – 

Azul; Prosas profanas, Juan Ramón Jiménez – La soledad sonora; Platero y yo, Antonio Machado – Soledades, 

Galerias y otros poemas; Campos de Castilla, prose: : Miguel de Unamuno – Niebla; Tres novelas ejemplares, 

Azorín – Los pueblos; Castilla, Ramón Maria de Valle-Inclán – Sonatas; Comedias bárbaras; Esperpentos; 

Ramón Maria de Valle-Inclán Theatre – Luces de bohemia, Azorín – Lo invisible ; essayistic: Miguel de Unamuno 

– En torno al casticismo; Vida de Don Quijote y Sancho; Del sentimiento trágico de la vida; La agonía del 

Cristianismo. 

 



History of Spanish Literature (2) 

The 1914 generation: general coordinates ; Ortega y Gasset – Meditaciones del Quijote; España invertebrada; 

La deshumanización del arte e ideas sobre la novela; La rebelión de las masas; Estudios sobre el amor; the 

Avangarde; the Ultraist movement and other Avangarde trends, representative writers: Ramón Gómez de la 

Serna, Guillermo de Torres, Gerardo Diego ; the 1927 generation: general coordinates, modernism vs 

avangarde; the poetry: Pedro Salinas, Jorge Guillén, Gerardo Diego, Luis Cernuda, Rafael Alberti, Vicente 

Aleixandre;the work of Federíco García Lorca –the poetry: Libro de poemas; Romancero gitano; Poeta en 

Nueva York; Sonetos del amor; El publico;the drama: Bodas de sangre; La casa de Bernarda Alba. 

 

Arabic influences in the Iberian Peninsula (Optional Course) 

The course provides an overview of the influence of the Arab element in the Iberian Peninsula throughout 

history. It aims to establish and analyze ideas and novelties brought by Arab conquest, cultural, political and 

customs that have configured the historical trajectory of the Spanish people and the whole of Christian Europe. 


